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Our invention relates to discharge devices and 
especially to an air cooler for a vacuum tube with 
an external anode. 
An object of the invention is to provide an 

optimum design of air coolers for discharge de 
vices, particularly vacuum tubes with an external 
anode. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an air cooler that may be readily assembled. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an air cooler for a vacuum tube with an external 
anode that can be assembled in the ?eld. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following description 
and drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a view partly in elevation and partly 
in cross section of a typical radio vacuum tube 
with an external anode and an air cooler applied 
thereto. 

Fig. 2 is a bottom elevational view of Fig,'1. 
Figs. 3 and 4 are modi?cations of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 5 is a modi?cation of the design of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 6 is a bottom View of Fig. 5. 
Fig. '7 is a still further modi?cation of Figs. 1 

and 5. 
Fig. 8 is across section on lines VIII-VIII of 

Fig. 7. 
Fig. 9 ‘is a view, partly in cross section, partly 

in elevation, of a preferred method of assembling 
an air cooler to an external anode in the ?eld. 

Figs. 10 and 11 are modi?cations of Fig. 9. 
It may be very important to provide the most 

e?icientair cooler for a given type of discharge 
device, such as a vacuum tube with an external 
anode. It may be necessary to design an air 
cooler of the smallest mechanical dimensions for 
a de?nite maximum power dissipation. Then 
again, the largest permissible diameter of the 
cooler may be de?nitely limited and the feasible 
maximum dissipation for this diameter of cooler 
may have to be calculated in order to select the 
most powerful tube therefor. 
On the other hand, the cooler might be limited 

as ‘having not more than a certain'speci?ed re 
sistance pressure in order to employ a distinct 
type of air blower available on the market. In 
all the cases connected with the vacuum tubes 
of the external anode type the maximum per 
inissible anode temperature is a critical factor 
as it distinctly affects the dissipation ratings. 
The ‘air cooler consists of a core body with a 

central bore for the tube and a set of vertical 
?ns extending outwardly and secured to the outer 
‘surface of the core. All parts are usually made 
of copper because of its good ‘thermal conduc 
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tivity. Generally speaking, the amount of power 
dissipation by a cooler is proportional to three 
factors, namely, the average temperature di?er 
ence between the ?ns and air, the rate of heat 
transfer from copper to air, and the total area of 
the cooling surface. 

Heretofore coolers have been designed in re 
gard to the shape of the ?ns without any thought 
as to the relation between the various parts of 
the cooler to obtain an optimum design. We 
have discovered that there is a de?nite relation 
ship between the diameter of the core and the 
diameter of the ?ns attached thereto that pro 
vide an optimum design. This discovery is that 
the diameter of the core should be approximately 
one-half the diameter of the ?ns attached there 
to. In the light of this discovery, it is obvious 
that considerable wastage of material has been 
made by the elongated ?n diameters in the air 
coolers of the prior art. The diameter of the 
core according to our invention may be anywhere 
from .4 to .6 of the diameter of the ?ns and 
should preferably be within .45 to .55 of the di 
ameter of the ?ns. 
In Fig. 1 we have represented a typical vacuum 

radio tube with its glass insulating casing Ill 
sealed to. an ‘exterior copper anode II. The 
familiar grid lead 12 is also represented passing 
to an exterior connection 13. The connections 
14 extending to the familiar cathode from ex 
terior connections l5 are also disclosed. This 
representation of a tube is to be taken in an 
illustrative sense and not in a limiting one. 

Closely ?tting about the exterior anode l l ‘is a 
core l6 of copper soldered to the anode, prefer 
ably by cadmium, although other vsubstances may 
be used. This copper core It is preferably of a 
cylindrical shape slightly longer than the anode 
and having in its cylindrical surface a plurality 
of slots I‘! in which are welded or brazed the 
?ns 18. These ?ns should have the minimum .?n 
thickness and minimum spacing possible between 
the ?ns at their connection to the core surface. 
We have discovered that the diameter of the 

core, as represented in Fig. 1,.should'be approxi 
mately one-half the diameter of the ?ns. This 
dimension may vary from .4 to .6 .as previously 
mentioned, but should preferably be within .45 to 
.55. This particular relationship provides the 
optimum dimensions foreffective cooling. Adding 
to the length of the ?ns does not proportionately 
increase the heat dissipation. 
Within these optimumdimensions the ?ns may 

be bent at l9 as illustrated in'Fig. ‘3, or curved 
as illustrated at 20 in Fig. 4, in order to increase 
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their area. A plug 2| may be inserted around the 
curved bottom end of the anode as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

In Figs. 5 and 6 we have illustrated a very 
economical and easily assembled type of air 
cooler. The cast core, such as would be utilized 
in Fig. 1-, sometimes contains a number of blow 
holes and occasionally there is imperfect con 
tact between the core and the ?ns attached 
thereto that causes undesirable high temper 
ature drop. 
In Fig. 5 we have illustrated an air cooler 

which is composed of comparatively thin punch 
ings 25 stacked up around the anode ll. These 
punchings have a top cover plate 26. There is 
also a bottom plate 2'1 with a projection 28 ex 
tending upwardly to ?t closely around the bot 
tom of the exterior anode Ii. These punchings 
have a central circular plate '29 with integral 
radial ?ns or pins 3?} extending therefrom. The 
stacked plates 29 form a core body. The di 
ameter of the central plates 29 is approximately 
one-half the diameter of the punching, includ 
ing the radial ?ns 3i]. These punchings are 
pressed together, preferably by the bolts 3| illus 
trated on the drawings. They are then soldered 
together. The plug 28 prevents the solder from 
?owing out the bottom. It also helps transfer 
heat from the curved bottom of the exterior 
anode outwardly to the ?ns. 

Certain particular types of tubes have an un 
usually long exterior anode. In such a case it 
might not be desirable to design an air cooler re 
quiring air to travel the length of the tube in7 
asmuch as at a given velocity the air may be too 
hot at the outlet, thus reducing the efficiency of 
cooling at the upper end of the tube. Moreover, 
friction resistance in long narrow ducts of the 
cooler may reduce the cooling e?iciency. Our 
invention is adapted for such a special tube to 
provide a cooler with an air blast perpendicular 
to the axis of the tube. 
In Figs. 7 and 8 we have disclosed an e?icient 

design for such a special tube. This design is 
made out of punchings which under the cover 
plate 32 have a central area 33 and then an ex 
tension 34 to the left on one punching, and to 
the right 35 on the next punching.‘ The width 
of the central area 33 of the stacked punchings 
forming the core body exposed to the air ?ow 
may be approximately one-half the distance 
through the air cooler, including the alternate 
projections 34 and 35. The punchings may be 
bound together such as by bolts 36 illustrated in 
connection with Fig. 5. 
Each of the plates acts as an individual and 

independent heat radiator and provides a di 
rect heat ?ow therethrough from the central 
opening to the outside without the interposition 
of any joint. 
One disadvantage of the air cooler is that it is 

very heavy and bulky for transportation and 
handling. In order to eliminate the inconven 
ience of shipping the air cooler already assem 
bled to the tube to the ?eld. we propose to ship 
them separately and then assemble them by 
any one of the methods disclosed in Figs. 9, 10,’ 
and 11. 
In Fig. 9, for example, the exterior anode H 

is disclosed inserted in the opening in the core 
It with its extending ?ns I8. The core has a 
bottom plug 31 closely ?tting about the bottom 
portion of the anode and has extending projec 
tions 38 making a tight thermal contact with 
the core. This plug has a depression 39 extend 
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ing therein and in this impression is inserted a 
removable heating element 4!). The slight space 
between the exterior anode and the core has been 
?lled with solder, such as that of tin or cadmium, 
and the heating element 40 is utilized to solder 
the anode and core together. 

In the place of installation, an air duct 4| 
generally surrounds the device. We also con 
template building cores with a built-in heater 
$12, as illustrated in Fig. 10, so that the solder 
may be heated up by making electrical con 
nections to the outlets 43 of the heater. The 
advantage of the built-in heater 42 is that the 
tube may be unsoldered at any time it is desired 
to remove the tube from the cooler. 

In Fig. 11 we have illustrated the possibility 
of utilizing the ?lament 44 of the tube to heat 
the solder surrounding the anode. The grid 45 
is also disclosed in the broken—away portion of 
the anode H. 
We have accordingly disclosed an air cooler 

‘for the external anode of a vacuum discharge 
device that is most ei?cient in dissipating the 
heat from the anode to the current of air pass 
ing through the ?ns of the cooler. We have 
also disclosed a type of device which may be 
easily assembled at any place desired. 
The design of the elements in one modi?ca 

tion may be applied to the others. It is ap 
parent, however, that many other modi?cations 
may be made in the particular embodiments 
illustrated, and accordingly we intend only such 
limitations to be imposed on our invention as 
are necessitated by the spirit and scope of the 
following claims. 
We claim: , 
l. A cooling device for a discharge device hav 

ing an exterior anode, comprising a plurality of 
stacked plates having an opening for said anode, 
said plates having a portion forming a core body 
about said anode, said plates having integral ?ns 
extending alternately in a lateral direction from 
said core body. 

2. A cooling device for a discharge device hav 
".- ing an exterior anode, comprising a plurality of 

stacked plates having o?-set openings for said 
anode, each of said plates having an integral 
portion extending in one direction beyond and 
contrary to its adjacent plates. 

3. A cooling device for a curved end cylindrical 
exterior anode, comprising a plurality of plates 
having an opening therein for said anode, said 
plates having projections forming ?ns, and a 
bottom plate having a boss with its inner end 
engaging and ?tting the curved end of the ex 
terior anode, said boss projecting into the open 
ing of plates at the end of the anode and coop 
erating with said plates to conduct heat from 
the anode. 

4. A cooling device for a curved end cylindrical 
exterior anode, comprising a core body ?tting said 
anode, said core body having ?ns extending 
therefrom and a bottom plug having a boss with 
its inner end engaging and ?tting the curved end 
of the exterior anode, said boss projecting into 
the opening of plates at the end of the anode 
and cooperating with said plates to conduct heat 
from the anode. 

5. A cooling device for a curved end cylindrical 
exterior anode, comprising a core body having 
an opening ?tting said anode, said core body hav 
ing ?ns extending therefrom and a bottom plug 
having a boss with its inner end engaging and 
?tting the curved end of the exterior anode, said 
boss projecting into the opening at the end of 
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the core body at the end of the anode and co 
operating to obtain heat transfer between said 
anode, core, ?ns and plug, said plug having a 
recess in its under side for application of heat 
to the plug and core body in close proximity 
to the anode. 

6. A radiating arrangement for a discharge de 
vice having an anode structure which comprises 
a stack of ?at plates, said plates alternately pro 
jecting laterally from said stack, a central core 
formed by the non-projecting ends of said plates, 
said central core having an opening therein for 
said anode structure. 

'7. A radiating arrangement for a discharge 
device having an anode structure which com 
prises a stack of ?at plates, said plates alter 
nately projecting laterally from said stack, a 
central core formed by the non-projecting ends 
of said plates, said central core having an open 
ing therein for said anode structure, said plates 
providing direct heat ?ow from said opening to 
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the outside without the interposition of any 
joi'nt. ' 

8. A radiating arrangement comprising a core 
body having a central opening for the reception 
of an exterior metal electrode therein, ?ns pro 
jecting from said core body and a heater em 
bedded in said core body whereby said electrode 
may be soldered to or unsoldered from said core 
whenever desired. 

9. A cooling device for a curved end cylindrical 
exterior anode, comprising a core body having 
an opening ?tting said anode, said core body hav 
ing ?ns extending therefrom and a bottom plug 
having a boss with its inner end engaging and 
?tting the curved end of the exterior anode, said 
boss projecting into the opening at the end of 
the core body at the end of the anode and coop 
erating to obtain heat transfer between said 
anode, core, ?ns and plug. 

ILIA E. MOUROMTSEFF. 
GEORGE M. DINNICK. 


